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Descent of local properties of noetherian commutative rings by flat homomor- 
phisms has become a standard and extremely useful technique of commutative 
algebra, treated in a systematic way e.g. in [l 1, §6]. The success of the method 
depends in an essential way on two types of properties of flat maps. On the one 
hand, the exactness of the functor which extends module structures leads to the 
trivialization of many homologicaf problems. On the other hand, the fact that the 
going-down property holds for the induced map of spectra gives a very important 
piece of topological information. 
With the sharpening of the homological tool, a new phenomenon has been 
sporadically observed. Namely, descent of some properties of ‘homological’ nature 
has been shown to take place along local maps R + S, which give S the structure of 
a module of finite flat dimension (also known as ‘weak dimension’ or ‘Tor- 
dimension’). Thus, when R is essentially equicharacteristic, it is implicit in [g, (6.91 
that the Cohen-Macaulayness of S implies that of R. Furthermore, 14, Corollary 21 
establishes the corresponding statement when S is regular or a complete intersection, 
without restrictions on R. 
One of the results proved below is the companion proposition concerning the 
Gorenstein property: cf. (4.3.la). However, the.main thrust of the present paper is 
in two directions, extending and complementing the descent results. 
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The extension is achieved by replacing the study of a particular property by the 
investigation of the behaviour under local maps of numerical functions, whose 
vanishing characterizes certain classes of local rings. Examples of such functions are 
the codimension (= dim-depth), the CM type, the complete intersection defect, and 
the embedding codepth (= edim-depth). For each one of them we prove, sometimes 
under mild restrictions, that they do not go up from a ring to an algebra having 
finite flat dimension over it, and in general we are able to characterize those maps 
for which equality holds. 
The complementation of the results on descent consists in the description of some 
further condition, under which it is possible to ascend a given property from R to 
S. In the flat case, this characteristically takes the form of the requirement that the 
fibre S/mS also have the property in question. That in general this object is of little 
help when we try to go from R to S is readily understood by remarking that all ideals 
of R of finite projective dimensions produce surjective maps R+S, of finite flat 
dimension and having the same fibre. We have found no invariant of the homomor- 
phism, which would allow us to ascend Cohen-Macaulayness from R. However, for 
the other properties discussed above, the appropriate object turns out to be the 
homotopy fibre of the map, introduces and used in [5]. 
Since some of our results are proved under an additional assumption, a comment 
on the generality in which they hold may be helpful. Except for the last statement 
of Theorem (5.4), which requires the codimension conjecture, all the theorems of 
the paper are valid for rings R containing the field of rational numbers. Furthermore, 
the results of Section 2, which use big Cohen-Macaulay modules, are valid over any 
equicharacteristic rings, while those of Sections 4 and 5 hold for all homomorphisms 
essentially of finite type. Needless to say, that based on the ample evidence provided 
by the results of this paper, as well as on the fact that in the case of flat homomor- 
phisms no additional conditions are required for these results to hold, we firmly 
believe them to be valid for all maps of finite flat dimension. 
Finally, we note that some of the results in this paper have analogues in topology. 
For simplicity we consider only topological spaces X which are simply connected 
and satisfy dim Hi(X; Q) finite for all i. Then local homomorphisms f : R + S are 
replaced by continuous maps a, : X -+ Y and the homotopy fibre off is replaced by 
the homotopy fibre F of v, (which explains the terminology in the case of ring 
homomorphisms). The condition fdRS finite is replaced by formal dimension(F) is 
finite, where 
formal dimension(F) = sup(n; H,(F, Q) + O}. 
The long exact homotopy sequence for F+X + Y corresponds to the long exact 
homotopy sequence (3.5); here it is always defined. A key fact from [4] needed in 
this paper limits the size of the connecting homomorphism in (3.5). The topological 
analogue reads [13]: if fd(F)<oo, then a,: I~,(Y)@Q-~,_~(F)@Q is zero for n 
odd and C, dim Im a,, 5 fd(F). This is used in [13] to show that if fd(F) < 00, then 
dim n*(X)@Q is finite if and only if dim rc*( Y)@Q and dim n*(F) are both finite - 
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an assertion roughly analogous to Theorem 5.3 below. In this case, however, the 
ring-theoretic result is more subtle and requires a more sophisticated proof. 
An analogue of a Gorenstein ring is a space X for which H*(X; Q) is a Poincare 
duality algebra (cf. Section 4). It can be shown that if fd(F) and fd(Y) are finite, 
then H*(Y; Q) is a Poincart duality algebra if and only if both H*(X; Q) and 
H*(F; Q) are - this is the topological analogue for Theorem 4.3 below. 
The following table replaces a more detailed account of the contents of the dif- 
ferent sections: 
1. Homological algebra of chain complexes. 
2. Cohen-Macaulay descent. 
3. The homotopy fibre of a local homomorphism. 
4. Gorenstein ascent and descent. 
5. Complete intersections and c.i. defect. 
6. Regularity and embedding codepth. 
We close this introduction with a notational convention, to be kept for the rest 
of the paper: 
f :(Rm,4+(S,n,O 
is a homomorphism from the (noetherian) local ring R to the (noetherian) local ring 
S, which maps the maximal ideal m of R in the maximal ideal n of S; the induced 
map of residue fields k-+1 will receive no specific name, and will be treated as a field 
extension. 
1. Homological algebra of chain complexes 
In this section we summarize the definitions of derived functors of chain com- 
plexes, and fix some notation. We then proceed to list several notions and results 
specific to the case of local noetherian rings, which we take from [lo]. 
Let C(R), C(R), C+(R), C,(R), Cfg(R) denote the categories of complexes of 
modules over some commutative ring R, with degree -1 differential consisting 
respectively of all complexes A4, of those bounded above (i.e. having Mj = 0 for 
isO), bounded below (i.e. && =0 for igO), bounded (i.e. MeC+(R)nC_(R)), 
having finitely generated homology. The reader should be warned that because our 
differentials have degree - 1 the convention above is opposite to that of [lo], and 
so many of the formulas there will read differently from those listed below, 
although they will mean the same thing. 
We write M--N if there exists a U and quasi-isomorphisms M+U+N, or 
equivalently [ 10, (1.7)], if there exists a I/ and quasi-isomorphisms M+ V+N. This 
is an equivalence relation. A complex M is called injective (resp. projective, flat) if 
M, has the corresponding property for each i~z. Every MEC, (resp. NEC-) is 
equivalent to a projective PEC, (resp. an injective ZE C) [10,(2.3)]. More- 
over, Hom,(P, a) and HomR(., I) preserve quasi-isomorphisms [10,(3.3)], hence 
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HomR(P, N) = Hom,(P, I) = Horn&M, I). The equivalence class of these com- 
plexes is denoted HomR(A4, N), and their homology modules are (canonically) 
isomorphic, for any choice of P and I; the notation for the i-th module is 
Ext,‘(M, N). Similarly, if L EC, and F+L is a quasi-isomorphism from a projec- 
tive in C,, then [lo, (4.3)]: L OR P= FOR P = F@,M, and the equivalence class is 
denoted L OR M, with i-th homology module Torf(L, M); moreover, in this case 
one can use flat complexes F and P. 
The injective, projective, and flat dimensions for an ME Cb are defined as usual, 
namely for 12 E Z one says id,(M) in (resp. pd,(M) I n, fd&kZ) 5 n) if M= U for 
some bounded injective (resp. projective, flat) complex of R-modules, for which 
Uj = 0 for i< -n (resp. for i>n). This is equivalent to having Extk(N, Mj (resp. 
Ext#, N), Tor”(M, N) equal to 0 for i > n and all R-modules N (here and below, 
one considers modules as complexes concentrated in degree zero); cf. [10,(6.21) 
(resp. (6.41), (6.33))]. Note that for each one of the dimensions, equality to 00 means 
A4 is not equivalent to a bounded complex of modules of the corresponding type, 
while equality to - co occurs if and only if M=O, that is, M is exact. 
For p E Spec R a prime ideal of R, k(p) will denote the residue field of the local 
ring R,. For ME C+(R), the small support is defined in [lo, (4.1 l)] by the equality 
suppR M= {p E Spec R 1 MOR UP) * 0) I 
Then suppMf0 and only if M7tO if and only if ZZ(M)#O, by [10,(4.12)] and 
[10,(1.6)]. If NEC+(R), then 
supp,(M@, N) = suppR Mn supp, N. 
When L, M, N are R-modules, the definitions given above of Ext, Tor, and of the 
different dimensions, reduce to the usual ones. If furthermore M is finitely 
generated, then supp M is the usual support of M (denoted Supp M). Thus, the 
following definitions, in which we assume (R, m, k) local, extend the usual concepts 
to the category of complexes: 
for NEC, depth,N=inf{iEzIExtk(k,N)#O}, cf. [10,(6.2)]; 
for MEC,, dim, M= sup{ dim(R/p) - i(MJ 1 p E Spec R}, 
cf. [10,(6.11)]. 
To finish off, here is a list of theorems, all of them proved in [lo], relating the 
various quantities introduced above. For conciseness of notation, we follow the 
notes in writing i(M) and s(M) in order to denote the infimum and supremum of 
those j, for which Hj(M)#O. 
(1.1) Zf ME Cb, then depth M< 00 if and only ifm E supp M; in particular, depth M 
is finite for ME C, , fg M+O, CJ [10,(6.3)]. 
(1.2) Zf Me@ and NEC_, then 
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- s(Hom,(M, N)) = inf { depth,p(NP) + i(M,)} , cf. [10,(6.7)]. 
peSpecR 
(1.3) Zf M and N are in C,, and fd, M< 00, then 
depth&V@, N) = depthR N-s(kOR M); 
in particular, depth, M= depth, R - s(k@, M), cf. [lo, (6.37)]. 
(1.4) Zf ME Cb and m E supp M, then 
depth, MI dim, M, cf. [10,(7.12)]. 
(1.5) Zf MEC% and pESpecR, then 
dimRl MP - depthRp MP I dimR M- depth, M, cf. [10,(6.13)]. 
2. Cohen-Macaulay descent 
We start with a remark. Assume R has a finitely generated Cohen-Macaulay 
module N of finite projective dimension, Choosing an M-regular sequence of length 
depth M (I depth R), so that it be also R-regular, one passes to an artinian module 
A?l of finite projective dimension over R. Dualizing &’ with respect to the injective 
envelope E of k over R, there results a finitely generated R-module N of finite injec- 
tive dimension. By the ‘Bass Conjecture’, R has to be Cohen-Macaulay. The argu- 
ment is reversible, and one sees that the implication: “R has a finitely generated 
Cohen-Macaulay module of finite projective dimension * R is Cohen-Macaulay” is 
equivalent to the “Bass conjecture for Cohen-Macaulay modules”. A fortiori, in 
order to descend Cohen-Macaulayness along ring homomorphisms of finite flat 
dimension, one should be able to prove, for all rings, at least the restricted form 
of the Bass conjecture. This, however, is not the case for the present authors, hence 
for Section 2 we make the following assumption: 
(2.0) There exists an R-module C with depth, C=dim R. 
This holds, of course, when R is essentially equicharacteristic; i.e. 
dim R = dim R/pR with p = char k, due to Hochster [14]. 
Before stating the results, recall that the type of a module is, by definition, the 
dimension tR(M) of ExtzmM(k, M). 
(2.1) Theorem. Let M be a (finitely generated) Cohen-Macaulay S-module. Zf 
fd, M< 00, then the ring R is Cohen-Macaulay, and t(R) divides ts(M). 
Gorenstein rings being the type 1 Cohen-Macaulay ones, it is seen that when S 
is Gorenstein and fdk S<m, then R is Gorenstein. In Section 4 we shall give a 
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proof of this fact, which avoids the restriction (2.0) on R. 
The last statement of the Theorem will be established in (2.10) below. The rest 
is a particular case of the next more precise result: 
(2.2) Theorem. For every complex ME CF (S), such that fdR M< 00, the following 
holds: 
dim, R - depthR R 5 dims M- depths M. 
Some preparation is needed, in the form of the lemma below and its corollaries. 
(2.3) Lemma. For every MECF(S), one has: 
depth, M= inf{ depthsQ Mq / q E supps Mfl L’(mS)}. 
Proof. Denote by X a free resolution of k by finitely generated free R-modules. 
Then 
depth, M= - s(Hom,(X, M)) 
= - s(Hom,(X@, S, M)) 
= inf (depthsg Mq + i(XOR S,)} by (1.2). 
qespecs 
However, Hj(X@, S,) = 0 for j< 0, while for j = 0 this is S,/mS,. It follows that 
when q E V(mS), then i(X& S,J = 0, while otherwise it is m, so that the last ex- 
pression obtained above equals inf, E vCmS) { depths0 Mq} . The index set of primes is 
further restricted by applying (l.l), and the required formula is proved. 
(2.4) Corollary. For M as above: depth, MI depths M. 
(2.5) Corollary. If furthermore fdR M< ~0, there exists a q E supps Mfl v(mS) such 
that 
depthR M= depth, MEI = depthsq MqS 
Proof. By Lemma (2.3), there is a q with depth, M= depthsp Mq. With this choice 
one has: 
depths4 Ma = depth, M 
= depth R - s(k OR M) by (1.3) 
5 depth R - s(k OR M,,) 
= depthR Ma by (1.3) 
I depth$ Mq by (2.4). 
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(2.6) Proof of Theorem (2.2). Choosing q as in the last corollary, one has: 
dim, R - depth, R + depthso Mg 
= depth, C- depth, R + depthsq Mq 
= depth,(M,OR C) + s(k@, M,) -depth, R + depth, Mq by (1.3) 
= depth,(M, OR C) by (1.3) 
5 depthsq(M, OR C) by (1.3). 
Next we check that Y= k(q) OS, (M,@, C) is not trivial. Note that, canonically, 
Yr (k(q)@s, Mq)gR C. Since the bracketed expression is, via the inclusion 
k G k(q), in the equivalence class of a bounded complex Vof k-vector spaces, one has 
by [ 10, (5.7)] that Y# 0 provided k(q) OS, Mq and kOR C are both nontrivial. The 
first fact holds, because q E supps M implies qS, E supps, Ma. The second one is a 
consequence of depth C= dim R < 03, and (1.1). Since Y+ 0 we can make the first 
step in the following sequence: 
depths (Mq OR C) 
I dims, (M, OR C) by (1.4) 
= sup{dims,(S,/p) - i((M,),% C) ( P E Spec f$> 
5 w{dims,(S,/p) - i((MJ,,) 1 P E Swc S,> 
= dimsq Mg . 
Between both ends, we have shown that: 
dim, M- depth, MI dims, Mq - depthsa Mq. 
In view of (1.5), this is enough in order to establish the claim. 
Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem (2.1), we single out a couple of easy 
technical statements. 
(2.7) Lemma. Let g’: R -+ R’ be a local homomorphism of local rings, which is flat 
and whose fibre R’/mR’ is regular. Let furthermore R’+ R” be a local homomor- 
phism of local rings, and M be a finitely-generated R”-module. Then the inequality 
fd,(M% fd,M+ edim R’/mR’, 
holds, with edim denoting the embedding dimension, i.e. the minimal number of 
generators of the maximal ideal. 
Proof. Choose elements u 1, . . . , u, in R’, which project to a minimal system of 
generators of the maximal ideal of R’/mR’. Denote by E’ the Koszul complex on 
the u~‘s, and by X an R-free resolution of k. Since H(R’OR X) = R’/mR’, and the 
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latter ring is regular, the usual spectral sequence argument shows that x’= 
E’@,, (R/OR X) is an R/-free resolution of the residue field k’ of R’, hence 
TorR’(M, k’) =H(M@,rE’@, x). However, this also is the abutment of a spectral 
sequence starting from 
Ei,q=Hp(E’@R,Tort(M, k)), 
hence in particular TorF’(M, k’) = 0 for i > fd,M+ e. It remains to observe that 
under our assumptions the equality fd,,M=s(M@,, k’) holds: this is seen e.g. by 
noticing that TorR’(A4, k’) sends finitely generated R’-modules to finitely generated 
R”-ones, and applying the argument of [lo, proof of (6.24b)]. 
(2.8) Remark. The situation described in the previous lemma can be engineered in 
the following manner. For a local homomorphism R-+ R”, choose elements 
Ul, ... , u, mapping to a system of generators of the maximal ideal of R”/mR”, and 
let V,, . . . . I’, be a set of indeterminates over R. The map R[T/,, . . . , V,] -+R”, 
which sends F to ui (15 ise), localizes to a local homomorphism from R’= 
R[I/,, . . . . Ve]~m~+~V,,,..,V,~, and the inclusion R-+R’ has the properties needed for 
(2.7). The advantage from working with R’ instead of R may come from the fact 
that the maximal ideal m’ generates the maximal ideal of R”, i.e. R”/m’R”= k”. In 
particular, FR+R”= FR”R”, and H(F R+R”) = TorR’(R”, k) (in the terminology of 
Section 3). 
(2.9) Rappel on Koszul complexes. Let K denote the Koszul complex on some set 
of m generators of the maximal ideal of R, and let A4 be a finitely generated R- 
module. Then, according to Auslander-Buchsbaum, s(M@R K) = m -depth, M. 
If, moreover, M is Cohen-Macaulay, then tR(M) = dimk HscMo,#4@ K). 
(2.10) Completion of the proof of Theorem (2.1). For R” = S, let R’ be the ring 
described in (2.8). Let R’ denote the Koszul complex on a minimal set of generators 
of the maximal ideal m’ of R’, and let P be an R-free resolution of M. Of the two 
spectral sequences of the double complex P@R,R’, one degenerates to an isomor- 
phism H(P@,, R”‘) = H(M@Rf Z?‘), while the other one starts at 
(2.11) E& = Tor:‘(M, H,(R^‘)) = Tor:‘(M, k) Ok HJZ?‘). 
A ‘maximal cycle’ argument shows that when fdR, M< 03, then 
s(M@~, R’) = s(R’) + s(M& k). 
At the end of the proof of (2.7), the last summand is identified as fd,,(M). On the 
other hand, since m’S =n, rn@R,R’ can be viewed as &f@s K for a Koszul complex 
K on edim R’= m’ generators on n. Thus, identifying from (2.9) the other two terms 
in the last formula, one has: 
(2.12) H,,+ &pths,dM@S R’) = Tor&,&W 4 @k f&‘-depth R@‘). 
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In order to finish the proof, note that by (2.2) R is Cohen-Macaulay, hence so 
is also R’. Moreover, as is well-known and easily seen, t(R’) = t(R). Now (2.9) ap- 
plied to the last isomorphism yields: 
(2.13) ts(M) = t(R). dim, TorPdR,(M, k). 
3. The homotopy fibre of a local homomorphism 
A point of view introduced in [5] is that in order to study the homology of a local 
homomorphism f, one has - unless fis flat - to consider a fibre which is not merely 
a commutative ring, but a differential graded (= DG) algebra. in this section we 
recall the construction, along with some of its main properties, and introduce a 
modification, which will be extensively used in the rest of the paper. 
Let G denote a DGT-algebra, i.e. a (skew-)commutative graded algebra, concen- 
trated in non-negative degrees, equipped with a system of divided powers defined 
on elements of even positive degree, and with a differential which acts as a (skew) 
derivation and respects the divided powers. For precise definitions we refer e.g. to 
[12, Ch. I, $71, noting only that commutative rings are precisely the DGT-algebras 
concentrated in degree zero, and that every DG algebra over Q has a unique r- 
structure, given by the formula T’(x) =x’/i!. For every prime ideal 
p E V(dGt)c Spec GO, the Eilenberg-Moore functor TorG(k(p), k(p)) is a r-algebra 
itself, whose r-indecomposable elements are denoted rr*(p, G). Clearly, rc*(p, G) = 
rc*(p(G&, G,). When GO is local with maximal ideal p we write simply n*(G). 
From now on we shall assume GO is (noetherian and) local, and that H(G) is 
piecewise noetherian, i.e. Hi(G) is a noetherian H,(G)-module for every j. Then 
the dimension ej(G) of ni(G) is finite for every i, and is called the i-th deviation of 
G. Two important classes of local rings are characterized by the vanishing of some 
deviations: 
(3.1) R is regular*e,(R)=Ooe;(R)=Ofor ir2. 
(3.2) R is a complete intersectioneee3(R)=O#e4(R)=Oae,(R)=0 for 
i 2 3 t) e;(R) = 0 for aN but finitely many i. 
(For proofs cf. e.g. [12].) From the formulas relating the low-dimensional devia- 
tions to other invariants, we shall only need the equalities: 
(3.3) el (G) = edim H,(G). 
(3.4) If H,(G) = k (a field), then e,(G) = dim, Hi (G). 
Any G as above can be embedded in a DGT-algebra c, which is, up to isomor- 
phism, uniquely defined by the conditions that: 
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(1) As an algebra G is the tensor product over 77 of G and the exterior algebra 
of a free abelian group with a basis Ti (1 I is e,(G)) all of degree 1. 
(2) The differential of 6 extends that of G, and satisfies dT = ti (1 5 ilet(G 
where the ti'S are elements of Go, which project to a minimal system of generators 
of the maximal ideal of He(G). 
Note that for the local ring R, Z? is simply the Koszul complex on a minimal set 
of generators of m. The inclusion G -+ G is the algebraic analogue of the projection 
onto a topological space of its universal covering space. In particular, it induces a 
map rc*(G)-+n*(G), which is trivial in degree 1 (since X,(G) =O!), and is an iso- 
morphism everywhere else: this is proved e.g. by the argument of [5,(3.1)]. 
More generally, a homomorphism f : G+ G’ of DGT-algebras, augmented onto 
the residue fields k and k’ of their local zero-dimensional components, induces 
(when f. is a local map) a homomorphism of k/-vector spaces f* : k’@, n*(G)+ 
n*(G’). In order to describe - in the generality needed for this paper - the kernel 
and cokernel off*, we introduce the notion of homotopy fibre off in the special 
case that G = R and G’= S are local rings. Namely, let X be a DGT-algebra for 
which Xc, = R, each Xi is a free R-module (trivial when i< 0) and H(X) + k is an 
isomorphism: the existence of such a gadget is established by the well-known con- 
struction of Tate (cf. [12]). The homotopy fibre of f is then defined by setting 
Ff = SBR X (cf. [5]). It is unique up to a quasi-isomorphism of DGT-algebras. In 
particular rc,(Ff), up to a unique isomorphism, is independent of the choice of X, 
as is H(Ff) = TorR(S, k). The most important property of this construction is given 
by the following result, proved in [4]: 
(3.5) If fd,S< 00, there exist a (natural) long exact sequence of bVeCtOr spaces: 
which moreover has a, = 0 for every odd n, and 
i dim Im 8, I fd,S + et (Ff). 
j=l 
In particular 10 n2(R)+n2(S) is injective. 
It should also be noted that without the assumption on the flat dimension, a 
sequence as above need not exist in positive characteristic. 
4. Gorenstein ascent and descent 
In this section and the next one, we shall occasionally need a relative regularity 
condition on the map f. To formulate it we introduce the 
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(4.1) Definition. A local homomorphism f: R + S is called factorizable, if it can be 
decomposed into local homomorphisms as R &Q&S with h surjective, g flat, 
and Q/mQ regular. It is called formally factorizable, if the induced map f: l?-+s^ 
of complete rings is factorizable. 
(4.2) Remarks. (1) Every factorizable map is formally factorizable. 
(2) Suppose f is essentially of finite type, i.e. there exist an integer n and a prime 
ideal q > m in the polynomial ring Q’ = R[X, , . . . , X,], such that f factors as the in- 
clusion of R into Q = Q6, followed by a surjection. Then f is factorizable. 
(3) An analytic homomorphism of analytic algebras over some complete valued 
field k is factorizable. 
(4) If the residual extension k -tl is separable, then f is formally factorizable. 
Proof of (4). Let K (resp. L) be a Cohen ring with residue field k (resp. I). Then 
there is a ring homomorphism K-tL, such that kOK L = 1, and by adjoining 
variables this can be extended to a commutative square of ring homomorphisms 






such that c(X,) = Xi; the details of the construction, which uses Cohen structure 
theory and formal smoothness, can be found in [I, pp. 301-3021. 
Set Q=@h,,, ,,._., x,,,Il-UK,,...~ %ll; with the obvious maps, this provides the 
desired factorization, since Q/mQ = k OK Z,[ [ Y, , . . . , Y,]] = I[ [ Y, , . . . , Y,]]. 
Before stating the main result, we recall that a piecewise finite-dimensional graded 
algebra Hover a field 1 is called a Poincare’duafity algebra, if there exists an integer 
m ~0, such that H, = I, and the pairings Hj x H,+j + I, defined by the product of 
H, are perfect for every integer j. 
(4.3) Theorem. Let fd,S<oo. 
(1) Assume S is Gorenstein. Then: 
(a) R is Gorenstein. 
(b) If, moreover, f is formally factorizable, then H(Ffj is a Poincart! duality 
algebra. 
(2) If R is Gorenstein, and H(Ff) is a Poincare’ duality algebra, then S is 
Gorenstein. 
Remark. When R is regular and f is surjective, the theorem reduces to the one 
proved in [6]. This special case will be used in the proof of (2). 
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Proof of (la). The S-module S” =Hom&E&)) is injective, and hence 
fd,S”< M by [10,(8.30b)], and thus also fd,S”< co, which in turn implies 
id,S< co (since Ext& S)” = Tor”(L, S”) whenever L is a finitely generated R- 
module). Now use [lo, (8.30a)l (m E supp, s). 
Proof of (lb). Before beginning the proof, we need some more preparation. 
Let X be a resolution of k as in Section 3, such that Ff = S @R X. Since s^@ Ff = 
S^@R (R^@R X), and R OR X is a DGT-algebra resolution of k over R, one can 
identify Ff with s^@F-‘. In particular, this yields isomorphisms of local rings 
H,(Fj) = s^& HO(Ff) = (H,(F$^, so that the identification can be extended to 
one of pf with s^&F*. Passing to homology gives an isomorphism H(F?) = 
s^OsH(Ff). Since by construction H(Ff) is an I-vector space, one can drop the 
tensor factor s^, and record the following 
(4.4) Lemma. For any local homomorphism f, H(Ff) = H(pf). 
Thus, we can assume R and S complete, and let f= hg be a factorization as in 
(4.1). By applying (2.8) with R”= Q, f can be further factored into a sequence of 
local homomorphisms 
with the following properties: 
(i) h is surjective; 
(4.5) 
(ii) g” and g = g’g” are flat with regular fibre; 
(iii) g’ is flat with fibre the residue field 1 of Q; 
(iv) fdR,S=fdQS=pdQS<fdRS+edimS/mS; 
(v) H(Ff) = TorR’(S, k) = TorQ(S, [). 
The only claims not established so far are (iii) and the second equality in (v). For 
(iii) use the additivity of depth on flat extensions and the definition o R’ in order 
to write down the sequence of equalities: 
depth Q = depth R + depth Q/mQ 
= depth R + depth R’/mR’= depth R’. 
Since one also depth Q+ fd,,Q= depth R’ (e.g. by equating degrees in (2.12), with 
S = Q = M), the R/-flatness of Q follows. If furthermore X’ is an R’-free resolution 
of k, QORf X’ is a Q-free resolution of 1 (note that kORC Q = 1 by construction), 
and now (v) is an immediate consequence. 
We now come to the actual proof of (1 b). The part of the theorem already proved 
shows R is Gorenstein, and (4.5.ii) implies the same is true for Q and for R’. Since 
S is a Cohen-Macaulay Q-module of finite projective dimension (cf. (4.5.iv)) over 
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the Cohen-Macaulay ring Q, it is perfect as a Q-module. Moreover, by (4.5.~) and 
(2.13), the last non-zero module in a minimal Q-free resolution of S is cyclic. Ac- 
cording to [7, Theorem (1.5) and the Remark following it], this implies TorQ(S,l) 
is a Poincare duality algebra. Applying (4.5.~) we obtain the claim. 
We now set the ground for the proof of the last statement of the theorem. 
(4.6) Lemma. In the set-up of (2.8) (with R” = S) there exists a spectral sequence of 
algebras 
E~,;,=Tor,R’(S,k)O,H,(~‘)=,H,+,(SO,,~’). 
Furthermore, with A, V denoting the exterior algebra of an l-vector space V of 
dimension edim R’- edim S, there is an isomorphism of graded algebras: 
H(S@,2?‘)=H(S)@,A,V. 
Proof. The spectral sequence is the one from (2.1 l), with M= S. That the differen- 
tials act on each term as derivations, and that the E” term is an associated graded 
algebra of the limit algebra, is seen by constructing the sequence using a P which 
itself has a structure of DC algebra. 
For the second assertion, choose the minimal system t,, . . . , t,,, of generators of m’ 
in such a way, that the images ul, . . . , u, of the first m t,‘s form a minimal system 
of generators of n, and express the remaining images in the form ui = CJ”=, aouj, 
with the au’s necessarily in n. If T,, . . . , T,. is a basis of Z?; such that dT, = ti, then 
the elements S,=l@T,,...,S,=l@T,, together with Sj = C,Y= 1aij 0 q for 
m + 15 is n’, form a basis of SOR, R’ such that: 
dSj=si for llilm; 
dSi=O for m+lliln’. 
Since the first m S;‘s generate in SOR, Z?’ a DG subalgebra, which can be identified 
with g, the isomorphism of the lemma follows. 
Proof of (2). Since R’ is Gorenstein along with R, H(f?‘) is a Poincare duality 
algebra by the result of [6]. In the spectral sequence of the previous lemma, the E2 
term has Poincare duality, being the tensor product of two Poincare duality 
algebras. Moreover, for dimensional reasons d2cu=0, where w is a generator of 
the non-vanishing component of E2 of highest degree. Evaluation at o gives a 
bilinear form 
which is non-degenerate. Clearly, the equality (d2x, y) = +(x, d2y) holds for arbi- 
trary x and y. Taking orthogonal complements with respect to ( ., . 1, this means 
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Kerd2=(Imd2)l, which is equivalent to the statement that ( . , . > induces a non- 
degenerate bilinear form on Ker d2/Im d2 = E3. Noting that the class of CLI in E3 
is a d3-cycle, for the same reason as before, one can iterate and conclude that E” 
is a Poincart duality algebra. Since this is the associated graded algebra of 
H(S OR, RI), this last algebra enjoys PoincarC duality as well. The isomorphism of 
(4.6) guarantees the property for H(S), and this means S is Gorenstein by [6]. 
5. Complete intersections and c.i. defect 
At this point, we can easily give necessary and sufficient conditions for the com- 
plete intersection property of the target ring; in order to relate them to the classical 
concept of a local complete intersection (abbreviated to 1.c.i.) homorphism, which 
is defined only for maps essentially of finite type (cf. (4.2.2)), we make use of the 
following: 
(5.1) Definition. A formally factorizable local homomorphism f is called a 1.c.i. 
map, if in some factorization off given by (4.1), the kernel of the surjection h is 
generated by a Q-regular sequence. 
The next result shows in particular that the property of Ker h does not depend 
on the choice of the presentation. 
(5.2) Proposition. If f is formally factorizable, then the following three assertions 
are equivalent. 
(i) f is an 1.c.i. homomorphism. 
(ii) H(Ff) is an exterior algebra on H,(Ff). 
(iii) H2(FJ) = H, (Ff))2. 
Proof. Since f is formally factorizable, we use (4.4) in order to replace it byf, which 
makes available the isomorphism H(pf)=TorB(S, ,) of (4.5.~). If Ker h is 
generated by a Q-sequence, the Koszul complex E on it provides a Q-minimal 
resolution of S; hence Tor”(S,I) = H(E@Q I) =E&I is an exterior algebra as 
claimed. 
In order to handle the converse, we compute Tor”(S, I) from a Q-aIgebra resolu- 
tion of S, constructed by Tate adjunction of variables. This starts withthe Koszul 
complex E on a minimal set of generators of Ker h; let A,, . . . , A, be a basis of El, 
and z,, . . . . zb be a set of l-cycles, whose homology classes form a minimal set of 
generators of H,(E). It is easily seen that zi E qQ, q denoting the maximal ideal of 
Q. The next stage of the construction involves adjunction of variables B1, . . . , Bb in 
degree 2 (whether polynomial or with divided powers is immaterial at present), and 
the extension of the differential to the algebra generated over Q by A,, . . . , A,, 
B,, . . . . B, by requiring dBj=Zi. If C~,,_Y;B~+ C,a,<j,s, Xjj~AjAj, is a 2-cycle, it has 
all the coefficients yi in q, in order not to contradict the minimality of the 
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generating system zlr . . . , .q,. By further adjunction of variables in degrees 2 3, one 
obtains a DC algebra V with H(V) = S. Thus, TorQ(S, 1) =H( V& I). Moreover, 
by the construction of V, the algebra P= k’& I satisfies dV, =O; dV;=O; 
cfvj C (VI)‘, so that dim, H2( P)/(H, ( Y))2 = dim, vz = b = dim/ Hi(E) & 1. Since our 
assumption now reads b = 0, one sees that H,(E) =0, i.e. Ker h is generated by a 
regular sequence. 
Remark. When R is regular and f is surjective, the Proposition reduces to Assmus’ 
characterization of local complete intersections: cf. [12]. We have not used the 
special case in our proof, but the last part of it can be viewed as a fairly straight- 
forward adaption of his arguments. 
(5.3) Theorem. Let f be a local homomorphism with fd,S<co. The following 
assertions are then equivalent: 
(i) S is a complete intersection. 
(ii) R is a complete intersection and H(Ff) is the exterior algebra on HI@*). 
IA moreover, f is formally factorizable, then they are also equivalent o: 
(iii) R is a complete intersection and f is a 1.c.i. map. 
Proof. Because of Proposition (5.2), only the first part requires a proof. By (3.5) 
and (3.2), S is a complete intersection if and only if R is a complete intersection and 
ei(Ff)=O for ir3. By the remarks made in Section 3, this last condition is 
equivalent to ei(Fif) =0 for i#2. However, by [5, (4.1) and (4.2)] there exists a DG 
algebra W with W, = I, and ei(Ff) free generators in degree i- 1, such that 
H(W)= H(Ff). In our case we must have W=A W, . Thus W has the trivial dif- 
ferential, and the theorem is proved. 
The numerical invariant which is defined for all local rings and vanishes on the 
complete intersections is the complete intersection defect (c.i. defect for short), 
given by 
d(R) = e*(R) - e,(R) + dim R. 
Our main result in this connection is: 
(5.4) Theorem. Let f : R+S be a formally factorizable local homomorphism, such 
that fd,S< 03. Then d(R) i d(S). 
If moreover, R is Cohen-Macaulay, then equality is attained if and o&y if f is 
a I.c.i. homomorphism. 
(5.5) Remark. The Cohen-Macaulay condition enters the proof of the theorem 
solely in order to provide an equality of the type 
dim Q/b + grade b = dim Q 
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for some ideal II of Q. However, the ideal in question happens to be of finite projec- 
tive dimension, and the long standing Codimension conjecture asserts that under 
this condition the equality above holds without restrictions on the ring. Although 
the conjecture has been proved in some important special cases, notably for equi- 
dimensional finitely generated or complete algebras over a field, cf. [9, (5.5)], these 
additional conditions are awkward to track during the proof, so we do not mention 
explicitely the corresponding variants of the last assertion in (5.4). 
In the course of the proof we shall obtain, under different assumptions, several 
more precise (in)equalities. The first one does not even require finite homological 
dimension: 
(5.6) Lemma. For an ideal a of R set 6(a) = v(a) - ht a, with v(a) = dim, Torf (R/a, k) 
denoting the minimal number of generators of a. Then 
d(R/a) I d(R) + 6(a). 
Proof. There is an exact sequence of k-vector spaces 
Otrci(R/a)~n,(R)+-Tor~(R/a,k)+r~~(R/a)~n~(R) 
which can be read off a result of Gulliksen [12,(3.2.4)]. An alternate direct proof 
is provided by considering the commutative diagram 
A2Torf(k, k) A2e - /12Torf’a(k, k) - 0 
I I I 
Tort(k, k) e Torf’Yk, k) + Torf(R/a, k) -+ Torf(k, k) 2 Torf”(k, k) + 0 
in which the lower line is the five-term exact sequence of terms of low degree in the 
standard change of rings spectral sequence Tori’a(Tort(R/a, k), k) * Tar:, ,(k, k), 
in which the edge homomorphism e: E, +E$,, coincides with the map Torf(k,k). 
The vertical arrows are product maps, and the exactness of the top row follows from 
the surjectivity of e : Torf(k, k)-+Torf’“(k, k). 
Passing to co-kernels yields the desired sequence. Hence the inequality: 
(5.7) e2(R/a) - ei (R/a) I e*(R) - e, (R) + v(a). 
Combining it with the inequality 
(5.8) dimR/a<dimR-hta 
proves the lemma. 
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(5.9) Proposition. Let a c R be an ideal of finite projective dimension. Then there 
is a double inequality: 
d(R) 5 d(R/a) I d(R) + S(a). 
If furthermore the codimension conjecture holds for a, then one has equality on 
the right-hand side. 
Proof. Under the first assumption, (5.7) becomes an equality, by (3.5). Together 
with Krull’s principal ideal theorem: dim(R/a) 2 dim R - v(a), this proves 
d(R)<d(R/a). Finally, the second assumption - by definition - means equality in 
(5.8), whence d(R/a) = d(R) +6(a). 
Proof of Theorem (5.4). If Z?+ Q +S is a factorization off provided by (4. l), one 
has the sequence d(R) = d(R) = d(Q) I d(S), in which the equalities are due to the ad- 
ditivity of the c.i. defect on flat extensions (cf. [3, (3.6)]), while the inequality is a 
consequence of (4.5.iv) and (5.9). The second assertion of the theorem follows from 
the fact that, Q being Cohen-Macaulay together with R, there is in this case equality 
d(S) = d(Q) +6(b) = d(R) +6(b), with b = Ker(Q -tS). 
6. Regularity and embedding codepth 
The first result is a variation on the theme of (5.3). 
(6.1) Theorem. (1) If fd,S< 00 and S is regular, then R is regular, and (*) e2(Ff) k 
edim R - edim S + edim S/mS. 
(2) If R is regular and (*) holds, then S is regular. 
The proof is immediate from (3.5) and (3.1). Recall from (3.3) that el(Ff) = 
edim S/mS. Note also that condition (*) can be replaced by the stronger-looking re- 
quirement that H(Ff) be the exterior algebra on H,(Ej), whose dimension equals 
edim R - edim S + edim S/mS. 
A measure of the irregularity of R is its embedding codepth, i.e. the non-negative 
difference edim R -depth R, which vanishes precisely when R is regular. Lech [IS, 
Theorem 31 has established, that the embedding codepth cannot decrease under a 
flat extension, and this generalizes as follows: 
(6.2) Theorem. For a local homomorphism f with fd,S< 03, there is an inequality: 
edim R - depth R 5 edim S - depth S. 
Proof. In the notation of (2.8), consider the complex S@R,Z?‘. Equating the values 
given for s(S@,, E’) by (2.12) and (4.6), one has: 
fdR, S + edim R’- depth R’= edim S - depth S + edim R’- edim S. 
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On the left-hand side, we replace edim R’ and depth R’ by edim R + edim S/mS and 
depth R + edim S/mS respectively: the values are provided by the construction of R’. 
On the right-hand side, we replace edim R’- edim S by c = dim,(Ker : m’/m’*Q I+ 
n/n*). Thus: 
edim R - depth R = edim S - depth S - (fdR, S - c). 
However, by the exactness of the sequence in (3.9, c=dim,Im a,. Moreover, 
fdR,S is finite by (2.7), so that (3.5) yields the additional information, that 
fdR1 S L CJmZ, dim, Im aj 1 dim, Im a, which proves the inequality of the theorem. 
(6.3) Remarks. (1) The inequality in (3.5) was first proved by Andre [2] for the case 
of a flat homomorphism. In a preliminary version of his paper, he used it to derive 
Lech’s inequality on embedding codepths, in a way similar to the one above. He also 
showed that for a flat f, equality is attained in (6.2) if and only if S/mS is an artinian 
complete intersection. We do not know what characterizes the equality in the 
general setup considered here. 
(2) In [15] Lech also considered that deviation from regularity measured by the 
embedding codimension, and proved that when f is flat the inequality 
edim R - dim RI edim S - dim S holds. Whether this is still true for maps of finite 
flat dimension is not known (to us). 
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